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The impact of cultural values and economic constraints on tourism businesses’ ethical practices
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Abstract

Purpose – Anecdotal evidence suggests that in times of economic constraints particularly in countries such as Greece that have long been stereotyped as corrupt, business practices amongst small- and medium-sized organisations that make up the majority of these nations’ tourism operators may become less than ethical or legal. The purpose of this paper is to explore these issues empirically in order to understand the impact of both cultural values and economic constraints on tourism businesses’ practices.

Design/methodology/approach – An exploratory case study using mixed methods has been adopted. Quantitative data were gathered from tourism business owners, managers and employees via questionnaires to establish the nature and scope of various unethical, illegal or immoral practices. Qualitative data were gathered to explore the ways these issues are considered and enacted.

Findings – Results show that there are many unethical and illegal practices that have been witnessed first-hand. Businesses’ attempts at acting in an ethical and socially responsible manner tend to be affected by not only cultural issues, but also economic constraints, yet there remains a desire to act in a way that does not impact negatively on tourists or on the local society and environment.

Originality/value – This research fills a gap in the literature relating to the ethical stance and practices of tourism entrepreneurs. It also presents an original conceptualisation of these issues in light of their location within the extant literature on ethics, corporate social responsibility and both sustainable and responsible tourism.
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Paper type Research paper

Introduction

Many Mediterranean tourism destinations that experienced a mass tourism boom period starting in the 1960s that continued until the late 1980s and early 1990s are now in the late maturity stage of their product life-cycle, with some entering the decline phase. These destinations face challenges that have been brought about due to fewer tourist arrivals and/or decreased tourism expenditure. For resorts, the high season is increasingly shorter than in previous years, resulting in decreased profits to local resorts and tourism enterprises (Buhalis, 2001; Knowles and Curtis, 1999; Panayiotopoulos et al., 2016, 2017; Skinner, 2014, 2017; Tsartas, 2003). In some of these countries businesses are also faced with meeting increased austerity measures. For example, in Greece, businesses are increasingly being required to respond to higher levels of taxation, newly introduced taxes and strict capital controls (Visvizi, 2016). These challenges are impacting particularly hard on businesses operating in coastal and island destinations in this region, where tourism is often the main and sometimes only source of income for many residents.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that in times of economic constraints particularly in countries such as Greece that have long been stereotyped as corrupt, business practices amongst small- and medium-sized organisations that make up the majority of these nations’ tourism operators may
become less than ethical or legal. The aim of this paper is to explore these issues empirically in order to understand the impact of both cultural values and economic constraints on tourism businesses’ practices.

Against this background, this paper explores the following research questions:

RQ1. How do tourism enterprises perceive and enact social responsibility and ethical business behaviour?

RQ2. To what extent are tourism business ethical practices affected by cultural values?

RQ3. To what extent are tourism business ethical practices affected by economic constraints?

Through a focus on small- and medium-sized tourism enterprises (SMTEs) this research makes an important contribution to filling a gap in the literature focusing on issues relating to the ethical stance and practices of tourism entrepreneurs “who have not been commended for their ethical business conduct” (Power et al., 2017, p. 47). The results from this research, therefore, contribute to our understanding of individual responses to ethical issues in a cultural context by examining notions of behaviour and responsibility, thus, filling the gap in the literature identified by Buckley (2012).

Zanfardini, Simó and Alcañiz (2013) recognise the importance of both the natural and cultural heritage of the places within which tourism businesses operate. As their work was undertaken in Spain, they suggest that these issues could be explored in other cultural contexts, particularly as they can be seen to affect loyalty to a destination. The research has, therefore, been contextualised by gathering the empirical data on the Greek island of Corfu, one of the top 10 tourist destination in Greece (Greek City Times, 2016), yet one that continues to face challenges similar to other destinations across the Mediterranean.

Hildreth (2007, p. 229) has found an “increasing focus on the ‘functional city’” which is connected to the wider city-region or sub-region of that city’s surroundings by “the ways that people live their lives between a city(s) and the towns and areas that surround it”, thus signifying the appropriateness of studying cities within the context of the wider city-region. The link between smaller cities and their wider regions can be seen to be of relevance to this research given that around 56 per cent of the European Union’s (EU) urban residents (which account for around 70 per cent of the entire EU population) live in small- and medium-sized towns (Servillo et al., 2017). A total of 38 per cent of the total EU population resides in small- and medium-sized cities (with populations of between 5,000–100,000), compared with only 30 per cent of the EU’s population residing in cities of over 100,000 people (Hamdouch et al., 2017). Corfu has a total permanent resident population of only just over 100,000, of whom around 30 per cent live in its only city. Many of the formal aspects of civic life on the island can be undertaken only in the city, and so residents have to travel into the city in order to, for example, transfer vehicle ownership, pay taxes, deal with telephone and internet service provision, and carry out their personal and business-related banking. The municipality’s main offices are located in the city (although there are smaller regional offices around the island, but many services can be performed only in the main city). As a tourist focused island, much of the island’s entertainment and social life takes place in the city too, as many of the island’s tourism resorts close outside of the tourist season and offer only very limited services for local residents throughout the winter months. The Municipal Theatre is located in the city, as is a ten-pin bowling centre, and many restaurants, bars and nightclubs. The island’s small size affords relatively easy access to the city for all of the island’s residents. On the other hand, many of the city’s residents who work in the tourism industry travel out of the city during the season to work, and some to reside, in the island’s tourism resorts. This typifies the conceptualisation of the territorial system relating to small- and medium-sized towns and cities as being part of both “urban and regional systems” and also linking with non-urban places (Sýkora and Muliček, 2017, p. 439), thus reinforcing Bell and Jayne’s (2009, p. 689) assertion that such smaller urban centres “can be more productively thought of in terms of influence and reach, rather than population size, density or growth”. This research can also, therefore, contribute to the body of knowledge of tourism ethics of SMTEs in small cities and urban regions in Greece who may face similar challenges to those businesses in Corfu.

In a tourism context, CSR can be seen to encompass responsibility, sustainability and ethics (Zanfardini, Aguirre and Tamagni, 2013). Yet despite increasing interest in such issues in a
tourism context these authors also stress that the literature on such issues remains sparse. Due to the broad theoretical underpinning of these topics, this research, therefore, also presents an original conceptualisation of these issues in light of their location within the extant literature on culture and tourism businesses, ethics and tourism businesses, corporate social responsibility, and responsible tourism and sustainability.

**Literature review**

A thorough consideration of business ethics *per se* is outside the scope of this paper (see Gaski, 1999; Hunt and Vitell, 1986, 1993 for a fuller consideration of the issues in a general marketing context). What is of relevance, and therefore what will be focused on in this paper, are considerations of both the deontological decisions behind SMTEs specific business practices, and the teleological evaluation of the consequences and impacts of these practices in a tourism context. Thus, cultural issues will also be considered, recognising that “there may be differing cultural perceptions of what is actually ‘ethical’ for a given society” (Skinner, 2005, pp. 263-4), as will economic issues, recognising the geographical context within which this research is being conducted.

**Culture and tourism businesses**

Successful organisational exchanges are those that are based on the shared values between parties to the exchange process (Maignan and McAlister, 2003). These include ethical considerations underpinning the “extent to which partners have beliefs in common about what behaviors, goals, and policies are important or unimportant, appropriate or inappropriate, and right or wrong” (Morgan and Hunt, 1994, p. 25). A socially responsible organisation is, therefore, one that displays an understanding of the common norms and shared values of all stakeholders. Thus, on the one hand “ethical principles are not subjective measures that vary with cultural, social, and economic conditions; they are objective statements that transcend countries, religions, and times. They are the basic rules or first principles that have been proposed to ensure a ‘good society’” (Hosmer, 1994, p. 20). However, on the other hand, it is becoming increasingly difficult for organisations to base the exchange process upon shared stakeholder values and norms when dealing with cross-cultural norms and values in heterogeneous globalised markets, and also to deal ethically in globalised markets when, “in a cross-cultural environment, marketers are exposed to different values and ethical norms” and are less able to rely on “universally accepted ethical norms” (Nill, 2003, p. 90). Individual responses into cultural contexts, values, behaviours and responsibility has been identified as one of the three areas of highest priority for further study into sustainable tourism (Buckley, 2012, p. 536) where research progress has been low. One of the challenges faced by organisations attempting to understand the complexity of ethics in a globalised environment is that while culture is seen to be “an important determinant of ethical beliefs” (Hofstede, 1980, p. 103), cultural similarity between markets does not always indicate ethical similarity in business relationships (Singhapakdi et al., 2001). While tourists may be motivated to travel to experience different places with different cultures and ways of living that are different from their day to day lives, which remains “central to most forms of tourist experience” (Williams and Lew, 2015, p. 12), even tourists from countries that may be perceived as culturally similar (e.g. from geographically close EU nations) may not share the same ethical stance as their hosts. One example of this is the attitude towards free-roaming dogs, of which there is an increasing number in tourist destinations and in Greek towns and cities since the economic crisis. Tourists from countries and cultures that perceive dogs to be indoor pets, even as a part of the family, may find it very uncomfortable and upsetting to see free-roaming street dogs, and stray cats, or abandoned puppies and kittens when visiting tourist destinations where cultural values and beliefs that inform approaches to animal welfare differ from their own (Moorhouse et al., 2016; Popescu et al., 2017).

Corfu has an expatriate population of around 10,000 more or less full-time residents, comprising around 10 per cent of the island’s total resident population. While the key source markets for tourism to the island remain the UK and Germany (Skinner, 2014), Corfu among many other Greek destinations is also favoured as a tourism destination by travellers from all over the world, including Greek domestic tourists travelling from the mainland. The city’s port is also very popular with cruise ships, and in 2018 Corfu town itself is estimated to attract 650,000 visitors from cruise
tourism alone (Enimerosi, 2018). Corfu, especially during the tourism season, is therefore highly multi-cultural, tourists visit from a wide range of different cultures and are served by people in tourism businesses from a wide range of cultures too. Increasingly tourism businesses are advertising for summer staff from various national groups, especially those able to speak the languages of their target customer markets. The island, therefore, also experiences an influx of resident workers from various different countries during the summer season.

Furthermore, while Corfu is now part of the Greek State, it has been so only since 1864. Prior to this, since the time of its first settlement in 734 BC, the island has been dominated by various cultures as it has been part of the Roman, Byzantine, Norman and Venetian Empires, it has been ruled by France, then Corfu fell to the Russians, then the Ottoman Empire, before France’s second occupation in 1807. The island’s culture is also heavily influenced by its time as a British Protectorate (1815–1864), and its geographical proximity not only to the Greek and Albanian mainland off its Eastern shores, but also to Italy to its West (Hopkins, 1977). Therefore, even tourists from the Greek mainland may find certain cultural differences when visiting the island. Yet Corfu does seem to share the same cultural stereotypes as the rest of Greece with regard to perceptions of corruption and poor business practices regarding legal compliance and business ethics that will be explored in more depth in the case study that follows.

Ethics and tourism businesses

SMTEs in general across this global industry, particularly with regard to issues of responsibility and sustainability, tend to be less well informed and able to access less information and resources than larger tourism businesses (Garay et al., 2017). Yet, despite the prevalence of small- and medium-sized businesses operating across all sectors of the tourism industry (Garay et al., 2017; Lashley and Rowson, 2010), there remains very limited research into the ethical practices of tourism entrepreneurs (Power et al., 2017). Research by Power et al. (2017, p. 36) has sought to understand not only “the ontology of ethical entrepreneurship”, but also the mission, motives and virtues of ethical tourism entrepreneurs. However, while Power et al. (2017, p. 37) acknowledge previous research that claims in general “entrepreneurs are more ethical and socially responsible than most of the population” the constraints that may offer barriers to those operating SMTEs remains under-researched. The very “smallness” of these enterprises can lead to informality and flexibility of their operations, while also leading to difficulties enforcing regulations upon them (Power et al., 2017). Thus, ethics and social responsibility here are seen as two separate but linked concepts. A virtuous entrepreneur will act ethically due to his or her own values and beliefs about what is right and what is wrong. The smallness of the business also allows the individual’s own ethics to drive their business practices more so than may be possible in larger organisations. Moreover, in its most simplistic sense, “virtuous” entrepreneurial behaviour is seen to be “connected to reward, whereas unethical behaviour is linked to punishment” (Power et al., 2017, p. 38). In terms of social responsibility, while ethics may guide the deontological decisions made about how the SMTE will behave, one key finding of Power et al.’s (2017) research is that the ethical entrepreneurs they interviewed focus more on the future than on the present. This would seem to suggest that smaller businesses may take the teleological consequences of their actions and their responsibility to society into consideration more than larger tourism enterprises.

Corporate social responsibility

In a recent review of research issues relevant to sustainable tourism relating to the “mainstream commercial tourism industry” Buckley (2012, p. 529) identified private sector responses to such issues include self-regulation and CSR to be of high practitioner interest with high levels of research progress.

Sainaghi et al. (2017) acknowledge that some of the metrics used to assess performance management in the tourism industry include environmental management, ethics and corporate social responsibility. However, there has also been seen to be a “prioritisation of relatively mechanical measurements of professed CSR activities, over more deliberative discussions of what actually constitutes CSR” (Farrington et al., 2017, p. 31). While understanding the difficulty
of enumerating and classifying CSR activities, especially as they would apply to the wide variety of businesses involved in tourism, to be genuinely considered as CSR, these activities should encompass the economic, legal and ethical expectations of society (Farrington et al., 2017). These activities should also go voluntarily above and beyond those required to keep within the law for business activities, and, moreover, the activities should be visible, and communicated to both internal and external stakeholders (Arvidsson, 2010).

Xu (2016) also recognises that a tourism organisation’s CSR can impact on customers’ perceived image of the company and also its impact on their brand loyalty. Zanfardini, Simó and Alcaraz’s (2013) research proposed that such loyalty could also be extended to the destination, with tourists who perceive high or low levels of CSR associations extrapolating high or low levels of attitudinal loyalty accordingly to a tourism destination. These authors also found that tourists who perceive high levels of social responsibility in a tourism place tend to associate that with higher perceptions of quality. Thus, to at least some extent, CSR efforts can also be seen to indirectly affect tourists’ satisfaction. However, Xu’s (2016) exploratory research into Chinese domestic tourists’ attitudes towards hotel policies and CSR found that not only did over 30 per cent of respondents not care whether or not the hotel undertook any CSR activities, but also that only 12 per cent believed that such activities were motivated towards the betterment of society, whereas 35 per cent of respondents believed motives were solely self-serving, to provide advertising and image-building opportunities for the very fact that CSR was being undertaken (the self-promoter’s paradox – see Ashforth and Gibbs, 1989). Arvidsson (2010) found that it remains vital to include CSR in corporate communications, but that the communication of an organisation’s CSR activities now seems to be more about being preventative in order to minimise value destruction than being about value creation. However, the question remains as to whether it is even possible to practice socially responsible business if a focus remains on profitability. Indeed, is CSR, as the argument is discussed in Farrington et al.’s (2017, p. 33) article “incompatible with the profit-maximising principles keeping businesses alive”?

**Responsible tourism and sustainability**

If ethics in the context of SMTEs are guided by individual entrepreneurs’ beliefs about what is right and what is wrong, and appropriate/inappropriate actions, social responsibility can, therefore, be seen to be concerned with the impact of these actions on society and the environment. Marketing’s responsibility for both the positive and negative impacts of tourism in a destination, the impact of ethical business practices on service quality, and tourists’ attendant perceptions and practices were raised in a number of sessions at the 3rd International Congress on Ethics and Tourism (Apollo, 2017). Indeed, in many discussions on Responsible Tourism found in the extant literature, the onus of responsibility is placed more on the tourist consumer than the tourism business supplier. Sin (2016), for example, considers ethics and responsibility from the perspective of the tourist. Kim et al. (2017, p. 5) link the responsibility of the tourist to the ethical issues underpinning responsible tourism which then creates better tourism destinations by “protecting the environment, respecting local cultures, benefiting local communities, reducing pollution, and enhancing experiences”. Mihalic (2016) believes that a focus on awareness, followed by the creation of an agenda as a blueprint for action, in economic, environmental and socio-cultural areas linked to sustainability understanding, can translate into more responsible tourism practices. Thus, although coining the rather clumsy term “responsustable tourism”, Mihalic (2016, p. 469) proposes that “merging the words responsible (behaviour-based) and sustainable (concept and values-based) […] fully reflects the academic and practical debate and action that is increasingly labelled ‘responsible’ tourism, yet de facto based on sustainability”. There remain barriers to implementing tourism in a responsible and sustainable way. Yüksel et al. (2015, p. 119) summarised five themes when referring to Graci’s (2008) study into such barriers in Indonesia that also appear pertinent to this research, namely:

Inadequate resources, particularly funds and information; lack of momentum from business owners; island culture and the isolation of sustainability issues from all other business aspects of the destination/organization; government bureaucracy and corruption; and physical attributes such as infrastructure impediments.
Social, economic and cultural conditions vary across different countries. While on the one hand, ethical principles can be seen to transcend such issues (Hosmer, 1994), on the other hand, it is these varied social economic and cultural conditions that make the pursuit of normative ethics difficult to achieve, especially in tourism settings where host and guest cultures may vary dramatically on many levels. Moreover, while the tourism markets for Corfu are highly culturally heterogeneous during the tourism season, so are the people working in tourism businesses, and even out of season the expatriate community in Corfu accounts for 10 per cent of the island’s full-time resident population. Yet even with the dominance of SMTEs in the industry, there remains limited knowledge about the ethical practices of such businesses. It is known that small business owners’ ethical practices are driven by their individual values and beliefs (Power et al., 2017), yet Buckley (2012) found that it is such individual responses to issues surrounding responsibility that remain under-researched but of high practitioner and academic interest. It is also known that such responses, translated into business practices, impact on tourist perceptions not only of individual businesses, but can also impact on tourist perceptions of an entire destination. However, operating a wholly ethical and responsible business, whose actions go above and beyond what is required by law, can be costly and, therefore, difficult if not impossible to achieve for SMTEs (Farrington et al., 2017), especially those operating in countries such as Greece that have been heavily affected by the economic crisis and increasing austerity measures including increased taxation and strict capital controls (Visvizi, 2016). Furthermore, issues of responsibility can also be seen to rest with tourists themselves. The literature, therefore, also considers these issues from two dimensions, with Mihalic (2016) identifying these as being about sustainability, which is based on concepts and values, and responsibility, which is based more on actual behaviours. This research aims to consider both dimensions of concepts and behaviours to help further knowledge into both cultural values and economic constraints on SMTEs business practices.

Methodology

The majority of empirical papers considering business ethics in a hospitality and tourism context between 1995 and 2014 have been quantitative studies focusing on these issues in the hotel and general hospitality industry in developed countries (Köseoglu et al., 2016). It is, therefore, acknowledged that research based on a wider consideration of businesses within the industry, and also conducted from a mixed methods approach, could offer additional insights that could further knowledge of business ethics specifically in a tourism and hospitality context (Köseoglu et al., 2016). It is also proposed that the value of CSR research increases when it is contextualised within a specific industry (Farrington et al., 2017). Therefore, this research focuses not only on SMTEs, but on those located within a specific country, as this is likely to draw out issues raised regarding the culture within which ethical decisions are taken, while also considering the effects of ethical and illegal practices in that country. Based on similar reasons to Garay et al.’s (2017) research, this study also focuses on SMTEs, not only because of their sheer numbers in the tourism industry, but also because they tend to be able to draw less than larger businesses on resources and information regarding sustainability issues. This research is approached as an exploratory case study contextualised on the island of Corfu. The exploratory case study method is deemed appropriate when dealing with complex and contemporary phenomena in real-life contexts, especially where the complexity is attributable to the lack of clearly defined boundaries between a phenomenon and its context. In this respect, context becomes crucial to understanding the phenomenon. Such a method is also suitable to be used when events are unable to be manipulated. Multiple sources of both field and documentary evidence should be used. The exploratory case may often result in thick description, although such a method is not limited to, or characterised by, the use of qualitative data (Yin, 1989, 1994, 2009). Although undertaken from a mixed methods approach, this case does have a qualitative focus. The rationale for this is based on similar reasons to Power et al. (2017) who also explored ethics in SMTEs through gathering rich qualitative data.

Case study: country context

Buhalis (2001, p. 441) stresses that “Greece is one of the most remote, peripheral, insular and poor economic regions of the EU”. Greece continues to rely upon tourism as a major contributor to its GDP, while still requiring improvements in the ways it manages and deals with tourism in
both its public and private sectors, and the country’s economy remains troubled. Greece has been in significant recession since the start of the economic crisis in 2008, with GDP dropping by over 27 per cent, rising unemployment, lowered levels of consumer spending and discretionary income, rising levels of poverty and homelessness, decreased investments and a shrinking private sector economy, where the majority of businesses are micro-businesses operating in the service sector, yet these businesses are “swamped by excessive taxation”. The country is now seeing attendant effects of all these various social and economic crises upon both business ethics and culture (Visvizi, 2016). This is also seen in the decline in tourism which has had “dramatic implications to local economies” (Knowles and Curtis, 1999, p. 87) in countries such as Greece. Corruption is endemic across the business environment in Greece, and the Greek population tend to perceive government and public services as corrupt, untrustworthy, lacking in integrity and unethical (GAN Integrity, 2015). Indeed the country is ranked by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) as the 4th most corrupt developed nation (Chrysopoulos, 2016), although in a global context Greece is ranked in the top third (59th out of 180) nations overall in terms of transparency (Transparency International, 2017) Transparency International’s indexing system of countries and territories that are perceived as very clean (scoring 100) compared to being perceived as highly corrupt (scoring 0), scores Greece 48 against a global average score of 43, and a European average score of 34. While there remain perceptions of corruption in Greece, according to global data (rather than data focused only on developed nations) the country is performing better than many of its European counterparts and has improved its public perception each year since 2012 when its score was only 36.

According to the most recent census data, the island of Corfu has a permanent resident population of just over 100,000. Roughly one third of the island’s residents live in its only city which is also named Corfu (Κέρκυρα in Greek). This sickle-shaped island is only around 32 km (20 miles) wide at its widest point along its Northern coast and is only around 64 km (40 miles) in length. Many of Corfu’s residents travel regularly into the city from its wider whole-island region to go about various aspects of their daily lives, and during the summer tourist season many of the city’s residents travel out into the island’s tourism destinations to work, and some also to take up their summer work-related residence in these destinations.

The Geolab Institute of the Ionian University in Corfu held a conference in 2016 with an aim to place crime, particularly economic criminality, and corruption in the tourism-research agenda’ recognising that to date these issues “have received relatively little attention in tourism scholarship” (Geolab Institute, 2016).

While the Prefecture of Corfu in recent times had been previously divided into 15 administrative municipalities, since 2011 it has reverted to one single administrative municipality within the Prefecture of the Region of the (seven) Ionian Islands. Thus, in terms of both government and governance, and in terms of both policy and practice, across the island as a whole there is a blurring of the boundaries of what is considered of relevance to only its main city and what to the island as a whole sub-region.

There are around 16,000 registered business in Corfu, of varying sizes, and ranging across four main sectors, which as defined by the Corfu Chamber of Commerce are: commerce, manufacturing, tourism and services (Figure 1).

**Sampling approach**

Statistics are not available on how many of Corfu’s registered businesses are SMTEs. Therefore, a non-probability snowball sampling approach was taken to gathering both qualitative and quantitative data through the use of questionnaires. The researcher lives on the island and is well-connected with the Corfu Chamber of Commerce and the local business community. Respondents were initially purposively selected based on the qualification that they must own, manage or work for, a tourism enterprise that currently operates on Corfu.

**Survey instrument**

The questionnaire was structured in three sections. Section 1 was headed “about you and your business”. This section asked mainly closed questions concerning the respondent and their
tourism business, i.e. what type of tourism business is the respondent involved with, their role (owner, manager, employee), how many people are employed by the business, the respondent’s gender and age. An open question allowed respondents to state their nationality.

Section 2, headed “about illegal, unethical and socially irresponsible practices” was designed to gather quantitative data from a closed question listing 19 illegal and unethical business practices, and asking respondents to indicate which of these they had witnessed at first hand in the previous ten years. The options given to respondents in this question were derived mainly from publications outlining some of the unethical (i.e. immoral, illegal or harmful practices, Polyxeni and Katsoula, 2008) already recognised as happening in some tourism businesses in Greece in general or Corfu in particular. As derived from the literature, these included: tourists being overcharged for goods or services, differential pricing for tourists and “locals” and taxis not using the metre (Giannarou, 2017), tax fraud, bribery and a weak legal system (GAN Integrity, 2015), domestic animals being abandoned and/or mistreated (Moorhouse et al., 2016; Popescu et al., 2017), fly-tipping and rubbish being dumped into the sea (Skinner, 2016), goods or services being sold to young tourists under the legal age to purchase them, being sold illegal alcohol (“Bomba”) or illegal substances (including laughing gas), and being sold goods or services while intoxicated (Williams-Burnett et al., 2016). However, other illegal and unethical practices were also listed in this question that had not been found within the literature, but which had arisen from various personal discussions the author has had with tourism businesses and tourists on the island, and found in discussions in online forums suggesting that other unethical practices on the island include bad customer service, business owners/employees talking negatively about customers behind their backs, smoking permitted inside public spaces, unlicensed and uninsured sellers/practitioners (e.g. beach/street sellers, massage on the beach), and business employees not being paid legally, paid late or their IKA (National Insurance) contributions not being paid. Although not arising from the literature but from more anecdotal sources, these
matters were included in the survey in order to explore the issues empirically. An "other" option was also included for respondents to provide additional answers.

Section 3, headed “about your views of tourism ethics and social responsibility” was designed to gather qualitative data through three questions. The first question in this section asked “What does it mean to you for a tourism enterprise to be socially responsible and ethical?” The second questions asked “To what extent are tourism businesses’ ethical and socially responsible practices on Corfu affected by cultural values and/or by economic constraints?” The final question in this section, which was therefore the final question in the data collection instrument, asked respondents “How does your tourism businesses try to ensure its actions are socially responsible and ethical and take into account the impact of its actions on all of its stakeholders?”

Data collection and analysis

Questionnaires were distributed in person and online initially purposively via the researcher’s local contacts amongst SMTEs in Corfu. The snowball approach was then employed for further distribution of the online versions of the questionnaire. The questionnaire was available in both English and in Greek. All Greek responses were translated back into English for reporting in this paper, and the translation checked by a native Greek speaker.

Simple frequency descriptive statistics were analysed from the quantitative data that had been collected in order to identify the characteristics of the respondents and their involvement in various types of tourism enterprises, and the extent of the existence of illegal, unethical and socially irresponsible practices the respondents had witnessed at first hand over the past ten years. Rich thick description has been presented through an analysis of the qualitative responses gathered on respondents’ perceptions of the impact of cultural values and economic constraints on tourism businesses’ ethical practices.

Analysis and discussion of findings

Although only 60 questionnaires were returned, responses in this research were gathered from a much wider range of SMTEs than in previous studies that Köseoglu et al. (2016) identified had focused mainly on business ethics only in the hotel and hospitality industry (Figure 2).

All were small businesses (under 250 employees) the majority (90 per cent, n = 54) were micro-businesses with between 1–9 staff, 4 had between 10 and 49 staff, while only 2 employed between 50 and 249 people. Responses were gathered from 39 males, and 21 females. Of these, 38 were business owners, 9 business managers and 13 employees. The majority (n = 52) were aged between 35 and 64, 7 were aged between 18 and 34, 1 was aged between 65 and 74. Questionnaires were returned from Greek respondents (n = 17), respondents with dual nationality (Greek/British n = 2, Greek/Dutch, n = 2, Greek/French n = 1, and Greek/American n = 1) and ex-patriates (British n = 19, Dutch n = 6, Australian n = 2, German n = 2, Spanish n = 2, American n = 1, Canadian n = 1, French n = 1, Hungarian n = 1, Irish n = 1, and South African n = 1).

There were no discernible differences in answers to either the closed or open questions according to gender, age or nationality of the respondents, by ownership, or by type or size of business. Where specific characteristics did seem pertinent (e.g. one response from a micro business stating that because of its size the issue of costs of implementing CSR were not as onerous as for larger businesses, or where a response from a Greek business owner related to insider insights about the country’s culture) these have been indicated in the analysis where appropriate.

Evidence of illegal, unethical and socially irresponsible practices

Illegal, unethical and socially irresponsible practices were identified in both qualitative and quantitative responses. One employee mentioned “so many things that are not being done in most of the companies I have worked for […] workers, clients and environmental issues that are not respected and, at least by law, should be”. Another business owner believed that “some businesses take advantage of tourists”. A business employee informed the study that “when I worked with a large Tour Operator they claimed to be into responsible tourism and customers
had a small amount added to cost of holiday for that. However they did not practice their policy”.

One manager had received “no pay increase in 5 years”, one employee had witnessed at first-hand “business owners lying to employees about their contract, IKA and other working conditions, not allowing them to take legal days off and changing their working shift in order to pay them less”. Analysis of the quantitative data identified the illegal, unethical and socially irresponsible practices most frequently witnessed at first hand by business owners, managers, and employees over the last ten years (Figure 3).

Figure 2  Tourism enterprises

Figure 3  Illegal, unethical and socially irresponsible practices
How do SMTEs perceive and enact social responsibility and ethical business behaviour?

One Greek business owner noted that “This is difficult to answer, because business owners here are not educated in this”. This bears out Garay et al.’s (2017) findings that SMTEs seem to have less access to and information about issues of responsibility and sustainability.

Specifically with regard to the treatment of employees, respondents perceived that a socially responsible and ethical tourism business would have “good work practices”, “employees are paid in time, enough and treated well”, “working reasonable hours and having their time off, also in the season”, staff would be treated “with dignity and respect”, there would be “basic Health & Safety in place”, a business should “take care of the workers, make sure everything and everyone is/feels safe and secure, get paid, has health insurance, taxes are paid”, the employees of the enterprise “should work according to the laws and be paid accordingly”, “when you treat them well and support them you get it back from them”:

In terms of social responsibility, responsibility towards employees must be a priority, as must honest and civil customer service. In terms of the wider community, businesses should try to work together for the good of the whole, rather than backstabbing or being indifferent towards the general situation. Corfu is in trouble - solidarity may be our only way out – and that can only happen when locals work together to keep good standards and mutual support systems.

And as one respondent noted, it can be enacted in practice:

I work for a company that pays well, better than most, and on time, while also paying its taxes and all legal obligations too. It can be done! We also try to be as eco-friendly as possible although we don’t have much help from the system (lack of recycling).

When addressing environmental matters, it was perceived that socially responsible and ethical businesses should recycle and should “work more environmentally friendly […] with respect for the natural beauty that is around them. Preserving and conserving what they have, which is their only true capital”:

In terms of the environment, it is common knowledge that Corfu has a lot of problems where waste disposal is concerned. However, businesses that do produce waste (mine does not), should try to minimise where possible and be part of the solution.

I would expect to be aware of the social/environmental policies and practices in the everyday practices and attitudes. I would want to know there were environmental practices such as recycling and use of solar and wind energies where possible.

While issues of “sustainability” were not mentioned explicitly by respondents, the concept of sustainability in terms of societal and environmental impacts of SMTE business practices did arise. This may indeed be a reflection of the notion raised by Mihalic (2016) that what is often labelled as sustainable in a tourism context equates to responsibility, although sustainability tends to relate more to conceptual values-based ideals, with responsibility relating much more to actual behaviours.

Responses also linked the notion of ethics and social responsibility to customer perceptions about the business (Xu, 2016; Zanfardini, Simó, and Alcañiz, 2013). It was perceived that socially responsible and ethical businesses should “always treat tourists in the same way we would like to be treated. Always try to improve”, “provide services that comply to a quality/price relation, while not deteriorating the local environment but underlying and bringing out the local character”, “treat their customers correctly and politely in a friendly manner always. The customer is the person coming in to spend his money and should be treated with respect”, “More tourists are going to come if they have a good service”, “That’s the way to keep your clients happy and satisfied. So you have repeaters and word of mouth advertisement”, “I have been a business owner for 15 years here and have always had happy guests because I describe accurately, give excellent support and feedback and receive in return 5 star reviews”.

One Greek business owner found that the best way to manage meaningful stakeholder relationships was to consider the consequences of all their business actions and obligations “towards the State, society and workers”, to evidence “respect for our customers”, to ensure employees are offered a “safe and non-discriminatory working environment” and to consider the way the business operates in terms of “care for society and the protection of the environment”.

Other responses suggested that this can be managed “by being closely networked with local stakeholders such as small businesses and local communities so as to understand what impact our business can have in a positive sense and where possible avoid negative impacts”, and “by constantly looking for the best solution to the given challenge, taking into account the staff, the guests, the local stakeholders in the village, the laws and culture of the country”:

My business ensures that suppliers and employees are paid up-front. All deals are made by mutual agreement, and we forge trust-based relationships with all our associates with a view to long-term collaboration. We go beyond the call of duty where customer service is concerned […] We emphasise the collective good, function as a collective, and support all our associates in their endeavours, whether or not this is reciprocated (e.g. mutual advertising, word of mouth promotion, good communication, timely payment […]]. And we have minimal environmental impact. The nature of our business is such that we are able to do this - but we do know that not everyone can, and we are tolerant towards those who cannot - as long as individuals (esp. employees) are not harmed.

Respondents also recognised that ethical and socially responsible business practices can come at a cost, for example, seeking to use “ethically sourced materials and using local suppliers despite the higher cost”, or recognising that compliance with the law and taxation requirements may affect profitability:

I stay within the law and declare and pay my tax and other charges lawfully even if it means less profit.

However, on the other hand, this may not be perceived as much of an issue for a micro-business than for larger tourism enterprises:

We are a very tiny business with no employees which is how we are able to be profitable. We take good care of our guests and intentionally charge below market rate so its affordable for guests to eat at restaurants and shop.

Bearing out Power et al.’s (2017, p. 37) findings concerning the way an entrepreneur’s own ethics drives their business practices, some business owners identified their own personal values with the way they practice business:

We are good people and try to manifest this in all our actions, not always successfully, but we are trying.

Honesty, faithfulness, being genuine, being socially aware, being myself.

I don’t cheat, lie, or steal from my clients.

We recycle plastic bottle tops and encourage guests to do so.

Yet generally there was little mentioned concerning the onus on the tourist to act responsibly. Where this issue was raised, it generally concerned tourists seeking low cost rather than high quality, complaining if beer prices were raised by a few cents, or not seeking to engage with local culture (Kim et al., 2017), asking for “chips with everything” rather than consuming authentic local food:

Everybody wants chips, some people don’t want to try the tzatziki.

If you pay everything you’re supposed to pay you’ll never make any money, that’s the problem, ask everybody, you have to pay out and then people come in and complain you’ve raised the price of beer by 20 cents.

As well as what a business should do to be ethical and socially responsible, responses also identified what businesses should not do:

Not to exploit anyone be they employee, customer, local, or another business in particular local small businesses; not going into direct competition with someone who relies on the income from that business to live.

To what extent are SMTEs’ ethical practices affected by cultural values?

Responses to this issue were mixed. Some respondents stressed that cultural values across Corfu were not always perceived as contributing positively toward ethical practices. These included the way businesses react negatively to competition from other SMTEs, not always paying attention to laws, especially if that means tourist would not otherwise get the
holiday they want or expect (e.g. bars opening and not observing “quiet time” during the daytime siesta period, allowing smoking indoors, or staying open and playing music later than is allowed), and also tax avoidance and evasion, not only because of the current economic crisis, but historically, embedded in the local culture:

I think for many years businesses made easy money in tourism and now that the standard has gone up people expect more, there is with many an unwillingness to change […] Luckily this is not everywhere. Of course economics play a part in these practices - there is very little incentive for people to be, for example, honest about their tax returns.

Local cultural values sadly include strong negative competition, and there is little collective solidarity or understanding that bad publicity harms everyone.

Some businesses identified a temporal aspect to the issues:

Since the early 90s I have never seen any evidence of business owners/managers of businesses being proactive in terms of ethics and social practices. Greek people seem to be steeped in tradition and definitely constrained by the current climate.

Other responses noted that practices are improving over time, and things are not as bad nowadays as they may have been previously:

Of course all are in the business to make a fast buck when they can and cheating on prices […] is I believe still a common practice as is the lack sometimes but not so much as 10 years before.

Some responses perceived that the culture of the place was a positive element, although these also recognised that the enduring economic crisis may be having an additional effect on business practices:

Generally I feel the cultural values are a positive influence but increasingly the economic restraints appear to be placing the continuation of those cultural values under threat […] the cultural values of the people of Corfu that make it the place it is.

One Greek business owner stated that while both cultural and economic factors do indeed affect business practices “they are but they shouldn’t. A new ethos is emerging in which ethical and socially responsible practices are self-evident”.

---

To what extent are tourism business ethical practices affected by economic constraints?

Economic constraints are seen to have a huge impact on ethical practices. Increased austerity measures implemented across Greece are increasing the number of taxes and raising the level of taxation a business must pay, while adding in new legal requirements with which businesses must comply, often as a way of enforcing the new taxes. Thus one business owner identified that “it is hard with the current rules and regulations to operate in a fully legalized and ethical way without paying way too much money”. Another Greek business owner stated that “the economic constraints during the ‘crisis years’ have been almost unbearable for people who try to hold an ethical and socially responsible business”. This bears out Farrington et al.’s (2017) concern that given the costs associated with implementing CSR, it may be impossible for businesses to practice social responsibility and remain profitable.

Moreover, businesses recognise that economic constraints can not only affect service quality but will also have an effect on employee pay:

A lot of businesses have to pay so many taxes that they are pushed to crop the quality of their work. The wages are so low that people don’t work with pleasure. Businesses in Greece never get support from the state so the money they pay for their taxes gets lost.

That businesses do not perceive they get anything back from the state from the amount of taxes they pay, and with a shortening season, decreased tourism numbers and decreased tourism spend as seen in other similar Mediterranean destinations, coupled with a rather lax historic attitude toward compliance with tax regulations, led one Greek business owner to explain:

Since 2010 we have to do this to survive - we are overtaxed now, with all the different taxes it can go up to 86%. All-inclusives have squeezed our incomes down. And, when the season is so short, with all the taxes now, we really only get income from 40 days work a year - we need ‘black money’ to keep going.
An alternative would be for the State to make taxation levels more reasonable:

If they could make tax more reasonable they’d find people would be happier to pay it, but in Greece people have been avoiding paying tax for years.

The effects of what are perceived as being overly onerous legislative requirements and overly heavy taxation were also identified as having a particular detrimental effect on SMTEs:

People are often working far beyond their comfort level not having a day off for many months which is exhausting but necessary to survive. This would not be the case if the taxes were more in line with what is logical and affordable for the businesses.

There are those who want to follow both legal and ethical considerations, but simply cannot survive if they do so. The current taxation laws are crippling small businesses and need urgent reform if they are to survive.

This is mainly influenced by the economic crisis and the suffocating limits imposed on small/medium-sized businesses. For example, many small businesses who want to insure their employees cannot, because the insurance premiums are disproportionately high in relation to their profits.

Corfu’s SMTEs do seem to recognise that socially responsible organisations display an understanding of the common norms and shared values of all of their stakeholders (Maigian and McAlister, 2003; Morgan and Hunt, 1994). While the quantitative findings suggested that many illegal, unethical and socially irresponsible practices continue to be witnessed at first-hand across the island, the qualitative findings suggested that there are common areas of shared understanding concerning what should constitute normative ethical practices, and this focused overwhelmingly on the concept of “respect”. To be socially responsible and ethical, businesses should have respect for the social and cultural environment within which they operate, respect for the economic environment within which other SMTEs operate, to respect the laws, including paying relevant taxes, to respect suppliers, employees and to respect tourism customers, and to respect the natural environment. Moreover, in agreement with Farrington et al. (2017) that social responsibility should encompass the economic, legal and ethical expectations of society, and as outlined by Arvidsson (2010), responses also identified that to be socially responsible and ethical meant a business should go over and above what is required by law. Answers to open questions generated responses that businesses should also show respect for society through engaging in voluntary and charitable efforts outside of their main business focus – to give something back to society and those whom the government is not helping, and to give a proportion of profits, produce and services to those in need, and to participate proactively in initiatives that could have a positive effect on both environmental and social issues. It was, therefore, also deemed to be important for SMTEs to seek to use “local products at all times”.

Answers to open questions all stated that to be a socially responsible tourism business the enterprise should consider the natural, social, cultural and economic environment within which it operates, and work according to set of values that respect all of these elements. However, when it comes to behaviours, it was important to identify the ways in which tourism businesses act and take into account the impact of their actions on stakeholders.

In summary therefore, and as displayed in the original conceptualisation of these issues below (Figure 4) the individual ethics of SMTEs and tourism entrepreneurs guide their actions which are affected by the natural, social, cultural and economic environments within which their businesses operate. These actions, translated into CSR activities in particular or social responsibility in general, in turn have an effect on these environments. Similarly, the individual ethics of tourists are not only affected by the environments from which and to which they travel, but are also affected by the social responsibility of the tourism businesses within these destinations. Efforts towards sustainable tourism can then be seen to be affected by the values of both tourists and tourism suppliers, while their behaviours can be seen to fall within the realm of responsible tourism.

Conclusion

Anecdotal evidence had suggested that in times of economic constraints particularly in countries such as Greece that have long been stereotyped as corrupt, business practices may become less than ethical or legal. Moreover, that this may be more prevalent amongst SMTEs
(Power et al., 2017) that make up the majority of these nations’ tourism operators. This research has, therefore, explored these issues empirically in order to understand the impact of both cultural values and economic constraints on tourism businesses’ practices, thus contributing to gaps in the literature that concern the ethical stance and practices of tourism entrepreneurs in a cultural context (Buckley, 2012; Zanfardini, Simó and Alcañiz, 2013).

Although based on only a relatively small sample, this research has informed the debate on tourism ethics through gathering responses from a much broader range of SMTEs than has been found in previous studies that have tended to focus on businesses operating in the hotel and hospitality industry (Köseoglu et al., 2016).

Contextualising the research in a specific country has also allowed this study to better inform issues relating to the cultural environment within which socially responsible and ethical business is both perceived and enacted. In conclusion, this paper addressed three specific research questions, and has found the following:

RQ1. How do tourism enterprises perceive and enact social responsibility and ethical business behaviour?

In the context of Corfu, this study found that for a tourism enterprise to be socially responsible and ethical means to base its actions on respect – for employees, tourists, other businesses, society as a whole and the natural environment, and doing so in a way that goes over and above legal requirements, taking consideration of the effect of its business practices on all stakeholders, not just being proactive in ensuring its actions may impact positively but also ensuring its actions do not societal or environmental harm:

RQ2. To what extent are tourism business ethical practices affected by cultural values?

Those SMTEs that participated in this research identified the cultural factors in general across Greece, notably as implied by Polyxeni and Katsoula (2008) and Visvizi (2016) of an historic reticence to pay tax, and also a lack of understanding concerning the impact of business practices on the natural and social environments within which these businesses operate.

Responses also identified some of the difficulties of acting in a socially responsible way given the increased regulation and taxation levied against them due to increased austerity measures (Visvizi, 2016), thus implying that economic constraints are impacting on business practices across Greece for this reason.

Although it is recognised that in some cultural contexts, such as on the Greek island of Corfu, culture does impact on business practices, specifically in this instance a cultural history of tax avoidance and evasion since the heydays of the tourism boom, and a competitive rather than
cooperative business culture between SMTEs that may have been exacerbated by the island’s declining tourism numbers, revenues and season length:

RQ3. To what extent are tourism business ethical practices affected by economic constraints?

Moreover, the Greek island of Corfu has suffered an economic crisis since 2010 that has seen increased austerity measures imposing additional laws and taxes on small businesses that are not always in a position to meet these requirements and stay profitable. Thus, while many businesses want to act in a socially responsible and ethical manner, to do so could lead to the end of a business completely if this means losing profitability. However, not doing so can impact negatively on tourists’ perceptions of the business which in turn could lead to a lack of sustainability of the business anyway.

This research has also, therefore, made a contribution to filling previously identified gaps in knowledge concerning tourism, CSR, responsibility, sustainability and ethics (Zanfardini, Aguirre and Tamagni, 2013). However, it must be recognised that this research contributes additional insights into these issues (Zanfardini, Simó and Alcañiz, 2013) in a Greek cultural context. Further research might explore these matters in a wider range of countries, with a larger sample size, and with a focus from a tourist perspective.
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